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Abstract—XML search engine is a strong & easy search engine for searching XML content. Advance XML search engine is very efficient and very easy search engine. And this is widely used for carrying the data and exchanging over web so there is need to search that XML content we are developing XML search engine for querying XML we are using XQuery. Indexing is performed for retrieval of information or data based on number of pages available in our XML search engine only XML contents are search by this Advanced XML search engine consistent data is retrieved which is semantically and syntactically correct by configuring it in proper formats XML is tag based system we are dividing our query into number of tokens which is very reliable to search in less time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internet work in distributed environment different serves is located at different places. Web users retrieve information from internet by firing query. Advance Xml search engine is used to search xml data for that we are using different tools like xml crawler and spider. This crawler and spider are used for transferring control to different pages. Now a day’s different websites are being developing and maintaining their sites using xml so there is need to provide search engine. Different user’s fire different query amount and quality of information should be produced as output to query .So different search engines are being developed to navigate the query in proper direction.

II. RELATED WORK

Search engine uses crawler for efficient search. Various reaches modify existing crawler for improving search result. Various search engines uses different crawling policy name as focus crawler main objective of focus crawler is to search only users interested pages and create cache for fast access. From research it concludes that inclusion of more than one crawler does not increase communication overhead.

There are 3 types of XML search engine techniques:

1) Extension to query language—
   Main drawback of this technique is user has to know XML document structure [4].

2) Decomposition of Schema-
   This technique return semantically correlated data. Its drawback is its query efficiency is very low [5].

3) Based on Hyperlink-
   Most of system uses this approach. It is based on Hyperlink. It gives rank to XML element .According to hyperlink and return result as rank but this system ignores the personalized services [6].

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Our aim is to provide appropriate result to user according to query. Xml is a tagged based system and is widely used in companies for exchanging information. Mapping of Xml to logical schema is done. XQuery is used as navigator in xml. We are using crawler for searching. Indexing of pages is done to provide good result to users. In this paper we are dealing with indexing and querying. It’s very similar to html search engine having the above modules like making keywords, metadata registry, apply XML crawler, Checking for pattern matching, checking occurrences’, checking relevancy of data, apply rules and indexing. Firstly user give input which is transfer via computer .This input is treated as query as we are using query firing techniques in this search engine. After firing query its gets transferred to search engine which firstly removes the common word from it for e.g. if user fire query like this “college of engineering pune” now the common words in this query is ‘of ‘which is first get removed and the query is then tokenized as <college>, <engineering>, <pune> then this tokenized words is also treated as keywords. Now database will check for list of registered sites available with it for e.g. www.google.com, www.sciencedirect.coms etc. Now if the keyword matched with the metadata sites it will further transmits it to XML crawler which is used for searching the keywords into different XML pages and transferring the pointer from one page to another to check whole database for that specific keyword.
And for matching the keyword it will apply the pattern matching algorithm which tends to the three different results. (a) Full match (b) Partial match (c) Mismatch. These conditions tell the engine about how much percent the query is matched. Full match is condition which specify that query is matched 100%. Partial match tends to query is matched 50 to 60% percent. And mismatch tends to query is not matching with the database available with search engine. After matching the query it’ll check for the keyword means no of occurrences of that particular keyword is occurred at each page. Then it’ll check for the relevancy of the resultant data and apply different rules on query. Then in order to show the result to user search engine will index the pages as per no of occurrences of query at each page. As to find the right page it maintain the inversion table which is having pointer to each document in xml database which exactly points to the specific documents which we want, so it’ll become very easy to find that document in less time which tends to increase the efficiency of search engine. Now moving towards the e.g. the keywords <college>, <engineering>, <pune> xml search engine apply xml crawler on that and check different conditions and construct the result as per the no of occurrences of that particular keyword at each page. And ranking algorithm is applied to show the result to user consider e.g. keyword <college> is occurs 60 time at first page 50 time at second page 10 time third page approximately then search engine will rank the pages as per no of occurrences at each pages, so it will display first page first then second and then third page.
IV. ALGORITHM FOR XML SEARCH ENGINE

XML Crawler
1. Read search stream from user.
2. Tokenize the search stream i.e. Create different tokens as per input words.
3. Remove common words like an, the, between.
4. Create tokens of remaining words and check those tokens into XML website metadata table.
5. Find out list of all sites which are registered in search engines registry and which metadata matches with search stream from.

Crawling Condition 1: Miss Match:
a. If metadata does not match then Go to step 10.

Crawling Condition 2: Partial Match:
a. System will start crawling those websites which metadata partially matches with search string.

Crawling Condition 3: Full Match:
a. System will start crawling those websites which metadata partially matches with search string.
6. While crawling site system will directly find out index of tokens (search words) and maintain record of it.
7. After getting all index then system will search for text which user enter in search string and on the basis of that indexing is done

Indexing: Miss Match:
No indexing done for miss match.

Indexing: Partial Match:
a. Will consider lowest priority while indexing result.
b. Indexing will be done as per no of word matches.
c. Indexing will be done as per relevancy of search string.

Indexing: Full Match:
a. Will consider lowest priority while indexing result.
b. Indexing will be done as per no of word matches.
c. Indexing will be done as per relevancy of search string.
8. Integrated result will be displayed as per search string on resultant page.
9. Stop searching and display message “NO CONTENT MATCHING YOUR SEARCH STRING”.

V. CONCLUSION
Our aim is to provide appropriate result to user according to its fired query. And for this we are using the technique of data mining. Different conditions are applied for the purpose of searching the content syntactically and semantically correct and these conditions are fully match, partial match and miss match. We used different indexing techniques to rank the pages so that user get the exact data in less time, for what user is searching. Our project accessibility is efficient because you can compartmentalize your work. Separating data makes it accessible when changes are needed. User can create the tags and overall set up of the document .User can make one data page and use it over and over again.
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